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HOW TO DIFFERENTIATE INSTRUCTION IN 
ACADEMICALLY DIVERSE CLASSROOMS, 
3RD EDITION
Carol Tomlinson  • 9781760564254
Written as a practical guide for teachers, this expanded third 
edition of Carol Ann Tomlinson’s ground-breaking work covers 
the fundamentals of differentiation and provides additional 
guidelines and new strategies for how to go about it. You’ll 

learn what differentiation is and why it’s essential; how to set up the flexible 
and supportive learning environment that promotes success; how to manage a 
differentiated classroom; how to plan lessons differentiated by readiness, interest 
and learning profile; how to differentiate content, process and products; and how 
to prepare students, parents and yourself for the challenge of differentiation. 

117032 • $39.95

LEADING FOR DIFFERENTIATION
Carol Ann Tomlinson, Michael Murphy • 9781760017545
Leading a school building or district toward differentiated 
instruction can be an overwhelming task unless you break it down 
into clear stages and specific actions. Here’s a book that does that 
for you and equips you with tested and validated guiding principles 
to shift the thinking and habits of teachers so that differentiation 
will thrive. The authors provide insights, real-world examples 
and tools that will help you gauge the impact differentiation 

is having on student learning and make adjustments for greater success. 

115005 • $45.95

TEN DIFFERENTIATION STRATEGIES FOR 
BUILDING LITERACY IN THE AUSTRALIAN 
CURRICULUM
Jill Spencer • 9781760013042
Jill Spencer shares effective, proven strategies to engage 
students in reading and writing. With the Australian Curriculum 
in mind, she addresses the hundreds of decisions teachers must 
make in a day in response to the reading and writing needs of 
their students, and answers important questions. These easy-to-

use strategies will ratchet up the engagement level of students by causing them 
to interact with content in all of their classes at the high levels required by the 
curriculum. 

AML3042 • $29.95

THE DIFFERENTIATED CLASSROOM, 2nd Edition
Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781760013455
A powerful and practical way to meet a challenge: how to divide 
your time, resources and efforts to effectively instruct so many 
students of various backgrounds, readiness and skills levels,and 
interests. This book’s insightful guidance on what and how to 
differentiate lays the groundwork for bringing differentiated 
instruction into your own classroom or refining the work you 
already do to help each of your unique learners move toward 

greater knowledge and advanced skill

108029 • $29.95

TEN DIFFERENTIATION STRATEGIES FOR 
BUILDING PRIOR KNOWLEDGE
Jill Spencer • 9781760013028
In Ten Differentiation Strategies for Building Prior Knowledge, 
Jill Spencer distils the many differentiation theories, concepts 
and ideas that abound to help you answer important questions. 
This book will help you refine and deepen your data gathering 
on students’ prior knowledge so that you can thoughtfully move 
forward in your planning. The author’s decades of teaching are 

evident in their detailed modelling of the applications of the ten strategies in all 
subject areas; the reader is left feeling motivated and confident to implement the 
strategies in the next lesson.  

AML3028 • $29.95

ASSESSMENT AND STUDENT SUCCESS IN A 
DIFFERENTIATED CLASSROOM
Carol Ann Tomlinson, Tonya R. Moon • 9781760011703
An in-depth look at assessment and show how differentiation can 
improve the process in all year levels and subject areas. After discussing 
differentiation in general, the authors focus on how differentiation 
applies to various forms of assessment pre-assessment, formative 
assessment and summative assessment and to grading and student 
reports. Detailed scenarios illustrate how assessment differentiation 

can occur in three realms and how it can improve assessment validity and reliability and 
decrease errors and teacher bias. This book outlines a common-sense approach that 
empowers teachers and students to discover and achieve their full potential.

108028 • $32.95

DIFFERENTIATING the 

C U R R I C U L U M
Theoretical 
Resources

INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS FOR 
DIFFERENTIATION AND DEEPER LEARNING
James Stronge, Xianxuan Xu • 9781760561697
Instructional Methods for Differentiation and Deeper Learning by 
James H. Stronge and Xianxuan Xu presents educators with a 
toolkit for effective instruction filled with methods that improve 
student learning and success. Taking a practical approach to 
differentiation and deeper learning, Stronge and Xu outline these 
research-based instructional methods and illustrate how F-12 

teachers, coaches and administrators can use them in everyday practices. With 
the right structures in place, teachers and school leaders can motivate and engage 
all students. 

SOT1697 • $41.25

DIFFERENTIATION, YEARS 6-12
Rick Wormeli • 9781760018054
In this refreshing addition to differentiated learning literature, 
Rick Wormeli takes readers step-by-step from the blank page 
to a fully crafted differentiation lesson. Along the way he shows 
upper-primary and secondary school teachers the behind-
the-scenes planning that goes into effective lesson design for 
diverse classrooms. Rick demonstrates how to weave common 
and novel differentiation strategies into all subjects and offers 

clear advice about what to do when things don’t go as expected. His imaginative 
classroom accommodations will help teachers succeed with advanced students, 
struggling students, English language learners and students across the multiple 
intelligences spectrum. 

SHP8054 • $38.95

DIFFERENTIATION IN THE PRIMARY GRADES
Kristina J. Doubet, Jessica A. Hockett • 9781760566326
This book explores how to use differentiated instruction to 
help students be more successful learners—regardless of 
background, native language, learning preference, or motivation. 
Each chapter provides a plethora of practical tools, templates, 
and strategies for a variety of subject areas developed by and for 
real teachers. Whether you’re new to differentiated instruction 
(DI) or looking to expand your repertoire of DI strategies, 

Differentiation in the Elementary Grades will show you classroom-tested ways 
to better engage students and help them succeed every day. Includes URL and 
password for free downloadable forms.

117014 • $42.95

DIFFERENTIATION IN MIDDLE AND HIGH 
SCHOOL
Kristina Doubet, Jessica Hockett • 9781760018825
In this one-stop resource for middle years and secondary 
school teachers, Kristina J. Doubet and Jessica A. Hockett 
explore how to use differentiated instruction to help students 
be more successful learners - regardless of background, native 
language, learning preference, motivation or school savvy. Each 
chapter provides a plethora of practical tools, templates and 

strategies for a variety of subject areas developed by and for real teachers. Whether 
you’re new to differentiated instruction or looking to expand your repertoire of DI 
strategies, Differentiation in Middle and High School will show you classroom-
tested ways to better engage students and help them succeed every day.

115008 • $45.95
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THE DIFFERENTIATED SCHOOL
Tomlinson, Narvaez, Brimijoin • 9781741703382
This book explains why some efforts to differentiate instruction 
fail while others lead to sweeping, positive results. When it’s 
your job to support differentiated instruction, you need guidance 
from experts who’ve distilled what they’ve learned in helping 
successful schools throvugh the change process.

105005 • $32.95

DIFFERENTIATED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
IN A PROFESSIONAL LEARNING COMMUNITY
Linda Bowgren, Kathryn Sever • 9781742397979
Just as classroom teachers are challenged to meet the needs 
of the diverse learning styles of their students, professional 
development specialists need to incorporate differentiated 
learning styles into their work with adult learners. This book 
explores the idea that PLCs often overlook this one crucial 
element to professional development. A practical guide for 

designing school professional development plans, this book explains a three-step 
model that is core to the differentiation process called “I Do, We Do, You Do”. This 
book provides the background, methods and practical tips for helping teachers 
become excited about changing their classrooms to meet the needs of all learners. 

SOT7979 • $29.95

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR 
DIFFERENTIATING INSTRUCTION
Cindy Strickland • 9781742394626
This resource contains more than 45 tools and activities that 
make it easier for staff developers, teacher leaders and other 
professional development leaders to show teachers and 
administrators how to successfully implement and maintain 
differentiated instruction. Use these tools in workshops, 
professional learning communities and small-group settings to: 

establish a learning environment that is welcoming to educators at all levels of 
experience and expertise; plan staff development activities that model differentiated 
in struction; and group teachers flexibly for their learning experiences.

109042 • $37.95

LEADING AND MANAGING A 
DIFFERENTIATED CLASSROOM
Marica ImBeau, Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781742399638
Step-by-step guidelines, checklists and a Teacher’s Toolkit with 
ready-made classroom activities ensure that you master the 
nuts and bolts of managing a student-centred classroom – from 
creating the learning environment and classroom routines to 
challenging advanced learners and buying time for struggling 
students. This book focuses on what it means for a teacher to 

effectively lead a differentiated classroom as well as the mechanics of managing a 
differentiated classroom. 

108011 • $30.95

FULFILLING THE PROMISE OF THE 
DIFFERENTIATED CLASSROOM
Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781741013214
Extend the benefits of differentiated teaching to virtually any kind 
of school situation and student population using the guidelines 
and strategies from this book. Carol Ann Tomlinson provides 
you with new insights on student needs, teacher responses, and 
curriculum and instruction that genuinely help all students learn. 
Plus, a toolbox of surveys, checklists and examples helps you 

implement differentiated approaches right away.

103107 • $274.95

SMART IN THE MIDDLE GRADES
Kristina Doubet, Carol Tomlinson • 9781741703306
The authors, experienced middle level teachers and recognised 
experts in gifted education, write with a flair and passion about 
bright middle schoolers and those with unrecognised potential.  
Authors Tomlinson and Doubet provide a solid rationale for 
meeting the needs of all young adolescents, guidelines for a 
curriculum that is responsive to the diversity that all middle level 
teachers encounter, and a wonderfully rich set of instructional 

strategies especially appropriate for high ability and high potential students.

HB3301 • $29.95

LEADERSHIP FOR DIFFERENTIATING 
SCHOOLS AND CLASSROOMS
Susan Demirsky Allan, Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781741016895
This book explores how school leaders can develop responsive, 
personalised and differentiated classrooms. Differentiation is a 
teacher attending to the learning needs of a student, rather than 
teaching a class as though all individuals in it were alike. Expert 
educators teach individuals the most important things in the 
most effective ways. 

100216 • $25.95

SUPPORTING DIFFERENTIATED 
INSTRUCTION
Robin Fogarty, Brian Pete • 9781742397962
This book pragmatically approaches the collaborative spirit 
of professional learning communities (PLCs) and the rigorous 
work of differentiated classroom instruction, addressing both 
teaching decisions for professional staff and learning decisions 
for students. It examines how PLCs provide the decision-making 
platform to implement instruction that is responsive to varied 

learning styles and needs. Teachers need plausible methods to put the profound 
theories of collaboration and differentiation into classroom practice.

SOT7962 • $35.95

FORMATIVE CLASSROOM WALKTHROUGHS
Connie Moss, Susan Brookhart • 9781760015527
Revolutionise the walkthrough to focus on the endgame of 
teaching: student learning. Connie M. Moss and Susan M. 
Brookhart present the proven practice of formative walkthroughs 
that ask and answer questions that are specific to what the 
student is learning and doing. Drawing upon their research 
and extensive work with F-12 teachers and administrators, the 
authors delve into the learning target theory of action and show 

you how to develop a schoolwide collaborative culture that enhances the learning 
of teachers, administrators, coaches and students.   

115003 • $35.95

TOOLS FOR HIGH-QUALITY DIFFERENTIATED 
INSTRUCTION: An ASCD Action Tool
Cindy Strickland • 9781743302408
As teachers undertake the transition to differentiating instruction, 
they’re going to have lots of questions about how to discover 
learning needs and plan appropriate instruction. That’s why they 
need this practical resource. Inside the binder are 60 tools that 
can be used in every year level and subject, designed to help 
teachers reach high levels of expertise with differentiation. By 

using the tools in workshops and team meetings, and making them available in 
classrooms, you support teachers throughout the critical stages of implementing 
DI. Included with the tools are more than 40 samples that show teachers how to 
use the tools in various years levels and subject areas.

707017 • $159.95

THE DIFFERENTIATED CLASSROOM DVD: 
Responding to the Needs of Secondary Learners
Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781760013042
Based on the updated second edition of Carol Tomlinson’s 
The Differentiated Classroom: Responding to the Needs of All 
Learners, this DVD shows you practical, real-world examples 
from experienced secondary school teachers of how to divide 
your time, resources and efforts to effectively instruct students 
of various backgrounds, readiness and skill levels, and interests.  

615048 • $210.00

THE DIFFERENTIATED CLASSROOM DVD: 
Responding to the Needs of Elementary Learners
Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781760018832
Based on the updated second edition of Carol Tomlinson’s 
The Differentiated Classroom: Responding to the Needs of All 
Learners, this DVD shows you practical, real-world examples 
from experienced K-5 school teachers of how to divide your 
time, resources and efforts to effectively instruct students of 
various backgrounds, readiness and skill levels, and interests.   

615047 • $210.00

DIFFERENTIATION POSTER
9781760019532
This colourful poster provides great reminders of what 
differentiation is and isn’t. 

115068 • $15.00
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MORE GOOD QUESTIONS
Marion Small, Amy Lin • 9781760012946
In this new book, written specifically for secondary mathematics 
teachers, the authors cut through the difficulties with two 
powerful and universal strategies that teachers can use across 
all math content: Open questions and Parallel tasks. Showing 
teachers how to get started and become expert with these 
strategies, this book also demonstrates how to use more 
inclusive learning conversations to promote broader student 

participation. Strategies and examples are organised around Big Ideas with 
particular emphasis on Algebra, chapters also address Number and Operations, 
Geometry, Measurement, and Data Analysis and Probability. 

TCP1663 • $32.95

GOOD QUESTIONS, 3RD EDITION
Marion Small • 9781760563721
Now in its Third Edition, this bestselling resource helps 
experienced and novice teachers to effectively and efficiently 
differentiate mathematics instruction in Years F-8. Maths 
education expert Marian Small shows teachers how to get 
started and become expert at using two powerful and universal 
strategies: Open Questions and Parallel Tasks. This volume 
includes key changes that will make it easier for teachers to use 

in all quality state standards environments, including direct links to Common Core 
content standards and standards for mathematical practice. Classroom examples, 
many new for this edition, are provided at each year-level band. 

TCP3721 • $49.95

DIFFERENTIATION IN PRACTICE: Grades 9–12
Cindy Strickland, Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781741708301
Focusing on the high school years, but applicable at all levels, this 
book will teach anyone interested in designing and implementing 
differentiated curriculum how to do so and do so more effectively. 
Includes annotated lesson plans (English, mathematics, history, 
science, art and world languages); samples of differentiated 
product assignments, learning contracts, rubrics and homework 
handouts; an overview of the non-negotiables in differentiated 

classrooms and guidelines for using the book itself as a learning tool.

104140 • $32.95

DIFFERENTIATION IN PRACTICE: Grades K–5
Caroline Cunningham Eidson, Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781741013290
This book will teach anyone interested in designing and implementing 
differentiated curriculum how to achieve this and do so more 
effectively. This guide features entire instructional units for science, 
social studies, maths and English. Each unit is complete with 
standards and learning outcomes, lesson plans, worksheets, learning 
contracts, assessments and other materials for classroom instruction. 

This book will help teachers meet the challenge of mixed-ability classrooms with 
academically responsive curriculum appropriate for all learners.

102294 • $25.95

DIFFERENTIATION IN PRACTICE: Grades 5–9
Caroline Cunningham Eidson, Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781741013306
This book will teach anyone interested in designing and 
implementing differentiated curriculum how to achieve this and 
do so more effectively. This book includes annotated lesson plans 
for differentiated instruction in social studies, languages, science 
and maths, samples of differentiated worksheets, product 
assignments, rubrics and homework handouts. Differentiation in 

Practice also gives teachers an overview of differentiated instruction and guidelines 
for using this book as a learning tool.

102293 • $32.95

EXPLORING DIFFERENTIATED INSTRUCTION
Cindy Strickland • 9781742392844
Use this handy guide to get your Professional Learning 
Community (PLC) engaged, energised and ready to implement 
differentiated instruction. Everything you need to organise and 
run your PLC – including agendas, schedules, handouts and 
background readings – is included. With enough materials for 
ten sessions in total, you can focus your PLC on all of the critical 
issues related to differentiated instruction. Easy-to-use charts, 

checklists and templates support every step of getting started and keeping your 
PLC on track.

109039 • $19.95

BEST PRACTICES AT TIER 1: Daily Differentiation for 
Effective Instruction, Elementary
Kaufeldt ,Gregory, Matto • 9781760560607
Improve core instruction to ensure learning for all. Created 
specifically for K-5 educators, this book provides proven 
response to intervention strategies to differentiate instruction, 
engage students, increase success, and avoid additional 
interventions. Discover how to identify essential power 
standards to include in Tier 1 instruction, create a brain-friendly 

learning environment, shift instructional processes to support collaboration, and 
more. Understand the power of RTI to enhance core instruction and provide 
timely, targeted, and systematic interventions for students in need. Gain effective 
strategies to differentiate learning, and understand the variety of ways students 
learn.

SOT0607 • $48.40

BEST PRACTICES AT TIER 1: Daily Differentiation for 
Effective Instruction, Secondary
Kaufeldt ,Gregory, Matto • 9781760560591
Best Practices at Tier 1: Daily Differentiation for Effective 
Instruction, Secondary details key collaborative strategies to 
improve core instruction and ensure learning for all. Authors 
Gayle Gregory, Martha Kaufeldt and Mike Mattos offer 6-12 
teachers proven response to intervention (RTI) strategies to 
differentiate instruction, engage students, increase success 

and avoid additional intervention. Using this book, teachers will discover effective 
practices to support student learning during core instruction.

SOT0591 • $48.40

DIFFERENTIATION AND THE AUSTRALIAN 
CURRICULUM
Michael Pohl • 9781760012076
The Australian Curriculum is an important step forward in the 
standardisation of education in Australia, and as such needs to 
be supported by quality resources for educators. This revised 
edition of Differentiation and the Inclusive Classroom includes a 
wholly new first chapter dedicated to this national curriculum and 
explaining how this new curriculum helps to promote student 

growth both academically and mentally. 

HB2076 • $25.95
INTEGRATING DIFFERENTIATED INSTRUCTION 
AND UNDERSTANDING BY DESIGN
Carol Tomlinson, Jay McTighe  • 9781741018271
This book explains how to connect these two approaches and use 
their combined power to meet content standards and prepare for 
tests. While providing students with multiple learning pathways, 
use the backward design approach to develop curriculum units 
and lessons that can be differentiated in response to students’ 

different needs and levels.

105004 • $25.95

DEFENSIBLE DIFFERENTIATION DVD
Carol Ann Tomlinson  •  9781742392011
Differentiated instruction was designed to address the 
instructional needs of diverse students. However, simply 
claiming to practise differentiation will not meet those needs. 
In this keynote session Carol Ann Tomlinson calls on teachers 
to implement best practices regarding curriculum, assessment, 
instruction and learning environment – and to learn how these 
factors interrelate. She examines and invites educators to 

scrutinise their practices in applying the four foundational principles of effective 
differentiation. This package includes a 72-minute DVD with the video session and 
a CD with materials to support team or individual professional learning, an excerpt 
from the book On Excellence in Teaching and relevant web links.

SOT2011 • $150.00

DIFFERENTIATION AND THE BRAIN
Sousa, Tomlinson • 9781742398037
The book provides multiple suggestions of how to design and 
implement strategies such as tiering, student contracts and 
anchor activities. It also explains the brain science behind 
differentiation and clarifies why certain strategies are more 
successful than others.    

SOT8037 • $39.95
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HOW THE BEST TEACHERS DIFFERENTIATE 
INSTRUCTION
Monique Boutte Magee, Elizabeth Breaux  •  9781742399935
This accessible and practical guide shows teachers how to provide 
students with a variety of ways to strengthen their understanding 
of new material. A selection of assessments is available to ensure 
that students have mastered classroom content, regardless of their 
individual learning styles, abilities and needs. Contents include: 
What is differentiated instruction and why do we differentiate? 

Know your students; Management for differentiated instruction; and 12 ways to 
differentiate. Although there are many books available on differentiation, most of 
them overwhelm teachers with too much information and not enough practicality. 
This book is a practical and readable resource for busy classroom teachers faced 
with the challenge of differentiating their instruction for all students.

EYE9935 • $32.95
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FAIR ISN’T ALWAYS EQUAL
Rick Wormeli • 9781760017422
Differentiated instruction is a nice idea, but what happens 
when it comes to assessing and marking students? Being 
sensitive to students’ varied readiness levels and learning styles 
while teaching in a high stakes, standardised-testing world 
is challenging. What’s fair and leads to real student learning? 
Rick Wormeli’s new book, Fair Isn’t Always Equal, answers that 
question and much more. He offers the latest research and 

common sense thinking that teachers and administrators seek when it comes to 
assessment and grading in differentiated classes.

SHP7422 • $38.95
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UNDERSTANDING DIFFERENTIATED 
INSTRUCTION (Quick Reference Guide)
Carol Ann Tomlinson• 9781760568306
Differentiated instruction is not a strategy but an approach to 
education—one that’s built on honoring the differences in 
the students we teach and helping each of them realize their 
potential. In this six-page laminated guide from renowned expert 
and best-selling author Carol Ann Tomlinson, teachers will find 

An overview of differentiated instruction’s key terms, philosophy, principles, and 
practices. Critical pointers for effective, proactive lesson planning that will improve 
students’ access to content, enhance their ability to make sense of it, and ensure 
they’re able to accurately show what they know. Insight into the role that formative 
assessment plays in differentiated instruction. 

QRG117094 • $19.95
Buy 10-49 copies and save 10%, 50-99 copies for 20%, 100+ copies for 30%.
visit www.hbe.com.au to buy in bulk!
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